
Gerhardt was the �rst conductor to treat �lm soundtracks in the same manner as �ne 
concert music. He re-recorded the music with a professional orchestra, thereby 
encouraging awareness of the many composers writing for the medium.

He began to play the piano at the age of �ve and was already composing and 
orchestrating his scores at nine. His formal studies were undertaken at the College of 
William and Mary and the Juilliard School of Music. During World War II, Gerhardt, known 
to his friends simply as Chuck, was a chaplain's assistant. At the conclusion of the 
con�ict, he enrolled at the universities of Illinois and Southern California. Upon 
graduation, he was hired by RCA Victor to transfer old recordings by legendary artists 
such as Enrico Caruso and British pianist Artur Schnabel for issue on the new LP 
formatted vinyl records. He soon advanced to the mixing and assembly of new recordings by such artists as Sir Adrian Boult, Leopold Stokowski, 
Massimo Freccia, Alexander Gibson, René Leibowitz, Erich Leindsorf, Charles Münch, Fritz Reiner, and James Levine. Gerhardt met and became 
friends with many of these legendary conductors. Arturo Toscanini, who had created the NBC Symphony for RCA Victor, worked with Gerhardt for 
several years and encouraged him in the direction of a conducting career.

In 1955, Gerhardt left RCA Victor and began production work for the American Westminster Company in London and Vienna. When the company 
went bankrupt, Gerhardt worked brie�y for Bell Sound producing the recordings of several pop music artists like Eddie Fischer.

In 1960, Gerhardt returned to RCA Victor and, together with Kenneth Wilkinson, produced a series of classical music albums that featured 
well-known artists for Reader's Digest. The �rst series of 12 LPs was entitled The Festival of Light.

In 1961, Gerhardt began the work that was to make him legendary when, substituting for a contracted conductor who had to cancel at the last 
moment, he led the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra with a pencil at a recording session in the Walthamstow Assembly Hall. By 1964, Gerhardt had 
assembled, together with Sydney Sax, an orchestra they named the National Philharmonic, which brought together many of the �nest musicians 
in London. With this group, Gerhardt created more than 600 albums for Reader's Digest over the next 12 years. In 1968, Gerhardt recorded the �rst 
of his albums of �lm scores, entitled Great Music from the Movies, which included a 17-minute suite arranged by Gerhardt of Korngold's music for 
the �lm King's Row. In 1972, because of the success of the �lm music arrangements, RCA contracted Gerhardt to produce a series of recordings, 
entitled Classic Film Scores. The �rst of these was the music for the �lm Sea Hawk by Erich Wolfgang Korngold. The composer's son, George 
Korngold, became the producer for the 12-album series, which included music by Alfred Newman, Max Steiner, Franz Waxman, Dimitri Tiomkin, 
Bernard Herrmann, and John Williams. Gerhardt used the National Philharmonic and prepared suites of the music when the original composer had 
not done so. Gerhardt would meet with the composers and discuss with them the forms these arrangements should take, to remain faithful to their 
intentions. Many of Gerhardt's suites continue to be used in concert performances. 



Few composers have the good fortune to land as their first assignment a film 
destined to achieve recognition as one of the masterpieces of world cinema. 
Bernard Herrmann was only 30 when he wrote the score for Citizen Kane, 
Orson Welles five years younger. He worked under what some of his colleagues 
must have regarded as near-Utopian conditions: "I was given 12 weeks to do 
my job. I worked on the film reel by reel, as it was being shot and cut. In this 
way I had a sense of the picture being built and of my own music being part of 
that building. Many of the sequences were actually tailored to match the music." 
Surely in no other film is music so integral a part of the fabric nor does it grow 
so naturally out of its inner rhythm and texture.

In Citizen Kane a reporter, trying to discover the meaning of Kane's dying word, 
"Rosebud," meets and talks with several of those most intimately involved with 
him. In a rapid series of flashbacks the audience learns something about the 
magnate's childhood, his character, rise to power and ultimate downfall. So there 
are two central ideas--Rosebud, representing for Kane the unspoiled world of 
his boyhood, and its antithesis, Kane's ambition, his all-consuming lust for 
power, vain and profitless at the last. Herrmann decided to evolve musical equivalents, or leitmotifs, for these twin concepts, 
and both are first heard in the opening sequence, which takes us into the eerie nocturnal world of Kane's pleasure-palace, 
Xanadu.

As the vague outline of the main tower becomes distinguishable, low brass and woodwinds sound the Kane theme. In a 
series of slow dissovles we are shown some of the fabulous contents of Xanadu, and the shimmering tones of the 
vibraphone tell us that Rosebud must be buried somewhere among them. The music continues in the manner of a subdued 
requiem for the dying Kane and then dissolves (via an ostinato-like transformation of the Kane motif) into the scene showing 
the boy Kane playing with his sled in the snow, Wellesian symbol of a lost innocence. Here the music is based on the 
Rosebud motif, which expands lyrically and happpily in the strings.

Citizen Kane The Theme and Variations follows the breakup of Kane's first marriage in terms of the couple's progressively 
deteriorating relationship over the breakfast table. The whole sequence lasts only a couple of minutes and comprises a 
number of very brief scenes ranging from warmth and affection in the first to stony silnece and indifference in the last. 

Herrmann accompanies each scene by a 
mini-variation on a slow waltz theme, the 
variations becoming increasingly dissonant and 
less waltzlike as the atmosphere between the two 
becomes increasingly chilly.

Citizen Kane is unorthodox in most respects, and 
the musical handling of Susan Alexander Kane's 
disastrous debut as an opera singer posed a very 
special problem. Herrmann had somehow to find 
a fragment of grand opera that would convincingly 
demonstrate that while Susan possessed a voice 
of a kind, it was not that of a great opera singer. 
In addition the music had to reflect on its own 
terms both Susan's hysterical awareness of her own inadequacy, her anguish, and the general pandemonium raging 
around her. Herrmann realized that no excerpt from the standard repertoire could satisfactorily fulfill all these 
requirements.

His solution gives us one of film music's most unusual and memorable excerpts: he composed a recitative and aria for 
the final scene of a fictitious opera called Salammbo. For the film Herrmann engaged a ligh lyric soprano, her best efforts 
proving so unavailing against the power of the orchestra as to give the impression that she was floundering in quicksand. 
This magically solved the problem within the context of the film, but the aria has since been performed in public as it 
should have sounded--for this recording by Kiri Te Kanawa--had Susan Alexander been the singer her husband tried to 
pretend she was.

In the finale the reporter and his colleages prepare to leave Xanadu, admitting their quest to find the meaning of 
"Rosebud" was in vain. Somber brass chords, like those of the prologue, lead in with the Kane theme. The camera 
reaches the end of a long tracking shot over the vast accumulation of Kane's possessions; a workman feeding a furnace, 
and then the full orchestra hurls the Rosebud theme with all its might at the audience. The Kane theme, in the guise of 
a brass chorale, brings the drama to a shattering fortissimo conclusion.



 Please Note:  In the interest of preserving the superb sound quality of these historic recordings, they have been preserved in their original,  pristine state for maximum 
�delity. Transferred from commercially released, analog reel-to-reel tapes (some of which are more than 50 years old), the recordings themselves can be subject to certain 

"artifacts" which are an inseparable part of the original analog recording process, such as tape "hiss" or other defects, and these may be audible on certain music tracks.  
 Because your CD or DVD-A was individually "burned" in order to realize superior sound quality to stamped, mass-produced versions, microscopic cosmetic blemishes may 

be visible. Please regard these tiny marks as  evidence of the "human touch" in the care and individual attention that each and every HDTT disc receives during its very 
demanding  manufacturing process.

For more info e-mail us:
admin@highdeftapetransfers.com

or visit our website:
www.highdeftapetransfers.com
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Music  from Citizen Kane - Charles Gerhardt conducts The National Philharmonic Orchestra

1. On Dangerous Ground

The Death Hunt 2:23

2. Citizen Kane

Prelude: Xanadu: Snow Picture: Theme And Variations (Breakfast Montage): Aria From Sal Amm Bo: Rosebud And Finale 13:39

3. Beneath The 12-Mile Reef

The Sea: The Lagoon:Descending: The Undersea Forest: The Octopus: Homecoming 10:27

4. Hangover Square

Concerto Macabre For Piano And Orchestra 11:57

5. White Witch Doctor

Talking Drums: Prelude - The Riverboat: Petticoat Dance: The Safari: Tarantula: The Lion: Nocturne: Abduction Of The Bakuba Boy: The Skulls: Lonni Bound By Ropes: Departure 13:34

Music from Citizen Kane 
composed by Bernard Herrmann

Charles Gerhardt conducts The National Philharmonic Orchestra


